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this version of the minnetonka surcode dolby surround sound encoder features the following
improvements. this version of the minnetonka surcode dolby surround sound encoder features the
following improvements. the award winning soundtrackplus plug-in for adobe premiere pro enables
you to add a powerful, flexible and interactive soundtrack to your video. simply drag and drop an
audio file into your project and soundtrackplus automatically detects whether the audio file is stereo,
surround or 5.1 surround and then adds all the necessary headers. you can also add multi-channel
audio, as well as links to videos, swf files, images, and text files. soundtrackplus even allows you to
directly edit the audio file that's added to your project. you can add fades, loops, fades, reverse
effects, sample the audio file for different effects and much more. the soundtrackplus plug-in for
adobe premiere pro automatically integrates with other adobe production premium applications (e.g.
adobe audition, adobe story) giving you even more powerful audio tools. boris fx particle illusions
powerful new real-time 64-bit particle and motion graphics generator helps editors and artists create
slick animations within minutes. instantly add preset-driven photorealistic particle effects for titles,
lower thirds, and background graphics. choose from over 3000 drag & drop presets included in the
emitter library. track and mask particles quickly with integrated academy award-winning mocha. and
more! presets can be saved and shared across all supported video host applications, delivering a
seamlessly integrated workflow across post-production departments. particle illusion is included
within continuum and the continuum particles unit. it will soon be available as a standalone
application with a render engine. particle illusion for adobe supports both after effects and premiere
pro.
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izotopes encoder for premiere 5.5 is $299. i know that they dont have it for premiere pro 5.5. i guess
the encoder is better than the encoder thats on the premiere site? i have gone thru the whole site

and dont see anything about ac3 and prologic, just dolby digital and dolby e. the encoder looks
pretty good, i havent installed it yet. i just did a test encode. it did 5.1 with dts. in adobe premiere
pro you need to set the bitrate to be the same as the bitrate you set in the minnetonka settings.

make sure you set this for both the input and the output. if you don't do that, the encoder will use
the first bitrate you set, and the output will be encoded at the lower bitrate. i then did the same test
on the same source with media encoder - it gave me the same result. this is how i tested: i opened

the output file in premiere and in the audio properties in the timeline panel, i clicked on the "bitrate"
tab and put 5.1 in the dropdown list. i also put 5.1 in the dropdown list for the "sample rate"

property. i then made sure that the dropdown list in the "in" box was set to the input file's bitrate
and sample rate. i then made sure that the dropdown list in the "out" box was set to the output file's
bitrate and sample rate. i then recorded a test clip with the quicktime vr player and opened that in

premiere pro and i listened to the test clip through the headphones. i stopped it and opened the
encoder in premiere and clicked on the checkbox for 5.1. i then saved the encoder settings. i then
started the test clip again and i listened to the test clip through the headphones. i then opened the

encoder in premiere and in the timeline panel, i clicked on the "bitrate" tab and put 5. i then checked
the "view in black and white" checkbox and the "legacy" checkbox in the "stereo mixdown" panel. i
then clicked on the "encoder preset" dropdown and clicked on the "a-b compressor" preset. i then

clicked on the "time base" dropdown and clicked on "frame". i then clicked on the "in" box and i put
a black square in the timeline. i clicked on the "in/out" button in the timeline panel and i put a black
square in the timeline. i then saved the project. i then opened the project in the premiere pro player

and in the audio properties in the timeline panel, i clicked on the "bitrate" tab and put 5. i then
clicked on the "save presets" button in the timeline panel. i then stopped the clip in premiere and i

opened the encoder in premiere and clicked on the checkbox for 5. 5ec8ef588b
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